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My workshop aims to share some of my experiences and 
successes in ‘Leadership Networks - Creating Change by 
Creating Leadership.’  In particular, the strategic development 
of evolving 21st Century Learning cultures and pedagogy 
through the development and support for other leaders, within 
my school and other schools.  These include: principal; 
administration team; key teachers, 
partners; stakeholders; and student teachers engaged 
in ‘Collaborative Leadership,’ without which significant and 
sustainable change and improvement is difficult to achieve. Key 
elements included: a clear longitudinal vision; attainable and 
explicit phases of development; identifying and integrating core 
educational outcomes and cultures (past, present, future) with 
implementation of 21st Century Learning; motivating and gaining 
support and commitment; inviting, developing and supporting 
leadership to initiate and inspire changing classroom teaching – 
learning relationships with colleagues; leaders developing other 
leaders across the school; restructuring to consolidate 
‘Collaborative Leadership;’ evolving a 21st Century Culture 
within school and school community…and beyond to other 
schools. 
  
In brief - At my school, Beaumaris, this took some years, with 
the initial phases setting the foundations essential to making the 
shift to 21st Century Learning & Leadership.  We then created a 
network Hub of smaller rural schools to help them achieve the 
same outcomes and positive experiences.  We also developed 
a partnership with a university, linking their student teachers 
with us, so they could learn, understand, trial and develop their 
own skills as practitioners and potential future leaders.  They 
were then placed in these rural school communities on three 
month teaching practicums where they not only gained a great 
opportunity to look at different teaching settings, but they could 
then use their skills from Beaumaris to help lead change at their 



practicum schools.  It is about creating ‘Collaborative 
Leadership’ networks, at all levels generating, developing and 
consolidating skills and change.  The innovation was highly 
acknowledged by Government whichinitiated policy to replicate 
the network.  It was pretty exciting stuff. 

Tony’s background as a teacher, school 
principal, principals associations’ president, 
researcher, consultant and member of various 
systemic strategic groups has equipped him 
with extensive education experience that 
enable him to provide clear strategic direction 
and support at all levels of education .  His 
knowledge and expertise has been sought after 
by numerous educational stakeholders and 
organisations, including: 

 Strategic Planning Committee - Department of Education 
Western Australia;  

 Ministerial Council for Education, Employment, Training 
and Youth Affairs  - (MCEETYA) Task Force; 

 International Congress of School Effectiveness and 
Improvement; 

 National Middle Schooling;  

 President of both Western Australian and Australian 
Primary Principals Association;  

 Director APPA Education Foundation; 

 School Based Governance; 

 Chair of Western Australian public Independent Schools 
Leadership group;  

 Member of the Western Australian Curriculum and 
Assessment Committee;  

 Director of WAPPA Smart Futures Foundation; and  

 A range of state, national and international research teams  



These have equipped Tony with extensive education 
experiences that enable him to provide clear strategic direction 
and support at all levels of education.  He is an effective change 
agent who develops his vision and bases his approach on 
sound theory and practical principles.  Tony also has broad 
knowledge and experience of school innovation and 
improvement.  In particular he has had a special interest in: 

 Effective school leadership and change for improvement 

 21st Century Learning – The role of leadership in making 
pedagogical shift: ‘Learning to Change – Changing 
Learning:’  

 Technology – a part of living and learning 

 Creativity – engaging learners and learning 

 School leadership – a network of leaders leading 

 Productive teaching – learning relationships 

 

As an experienced principal Tony has utilised this wealth of 
knowledge and experience in many school environments with 
diverse school communities: remote Aboriginal; rural; mining; 
fishing and urban; each with their own challenges. 

The sum of all these experiences have provided Tony with a 
wealth of professional learning opportunities which he 
translated into a vision for practical school implementation.  In 
particular he successfully developed and evolved this vision 
over a period of two, five year strategic plans: sowing seeds for 
change; developing leaders; shifting pedagogy, bringing the 21st 
Century into the classroom; and creating a culture of innovation, 
creativity and engagement in teaching and learning. The 
implementation has resulted in: improved outcomes and a 
reputation as a high demand school, nationally and 
internationally; and providing and developing leadership in other 
schools so they too may have the opportunity to ‘make the 
shift.’     



More recently, Tony has become a Director of TKM Consulting 
and works on a range of national and state reviews and 
research consulting assignments.  It is through this work that 
Tony has added to his wide ranging education knowledge and 
expertise to build a repertoire of consulting skills.  Most 
particularly Tony has worked with state and national 
stakeholders such as: employers; peak bodies; teachers; 
students; and equity groups (e.g. people with disabilities, 
people from non-English speaking backgrounds and people of 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander decent) to identify issues 
relevant to education or training needs and gather insights into 
the impact of government policy.   

Tony’s contributions to School Leadership, education and the 
wider Australian community have been recognised by being 
awarded the Order of Australia Medal, in 2009. He has also 
been recognised with Life Memberships and Fellowships of 
both the Western Australian and Australian Primary Principals 
Association. 

 
 
 

 



 


